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L
e Mans might be best known for the 24-hours of Le Mans 

endurance race but it's also the birthplace of La Mancelle 

caravans. Established by Andre Devaux in 1960, it's been 

a popular brand in Europe for decades - chances are, you 

might have spotted one pitched up if you've toured in France. 

Its workshop is still located in its home city and each caravan 

is built by craftsmen who have a keen eye for detail and strive 

for perfection. And now they have reached our shores. Marquis 

recently announced it was importing four models that are 

completely new to the UK market - Fantaisy 360 CL, Fantaisy 

440 CL, Liberty 440 PC and Liberty 490 SA. We headed to 

Marquis Surrey to take a look. 

La Mancelle Fantaisy 360 CL £27,995 plus £995 delivery
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The wood-effect graphics on the exterior are so 

authentic, they fooled us until we got really close -

combine this with the gentle curves and feature 

porthole-style windows and you've got classic retro 

appeal. We could see these caravans being 

particularly popular with those who like to think 

'outside the box'. The Fantaisy 360 CL perfectly 

demonstrates how to maximise space. It measures 

5.53m in length and sleeps three with a fixed bed to 

the rear and a dinette/lounge that converts into a 

single bed (measuring 1.9m by 1.1 m) making it a 

good choice for either a small family, occasional 

guests or an escape from a snoring partner! All being 

well though, the fixed bed with foam mattress 

measuring 1.9m by 1 .4m offers plenty of space for a 

couple and this area can be separated from the rest 

of the caravan using the concertina-style divide. 

There's a handy cubbyhole on one side of the bed, 

in which you'll find sockets for electrical gadgets, 

and of course you can stow them safely there when 

not in use. A feature panel with grey geometric 

pattern runs around two sides of the bed, a detail 

that's highly decorative. Lockers above the bed are 

flush fit with contrasting cream and light oak 
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La Mancelle Fantaisy 440 CL £29,995 plus £995 delivery

The four-berth Fantaisy 440 CL is a great choice for 

a small family with an extra 880mm in its length 

compared to the 360 CL. There's a fixed island bed 

and a dinette that converts into a double, too, which 

accounts for the extra length, and it's easy to make 

up the bed thanks to the pull-out steel mechanism 

and the cushions to create the 'mattress'. 

As with the 360 CL, the rear double is elevated, 

with two shelves below the foot of the bed in which 

to store your night-time reading, perhaps. Lockers 

sit above the bedhead, with two slim wardrobes to 

each side ensuring that no one has more space than 

the other. Keep mobile phones and other small 

items in the cubbyholes which are located on either 

side of the bed, where you'll also find a USB/mains 

socket and there are reading lights above the bed 

cabinetry with soft-close catches and chrome 

handles. You can dine in the dinette area - it's 

compact but you can fit four, although it's more 

comfortable for two. You'll find three lockers here in 

the same style as the bedroom and, in addition to 

the large window, there's two porthole windows to 

keep this airy, light and bright. 

The upholstery is made with fire-retardant Belgian 

fabric which is stylish and simple. You'll get two 

coordinating scatter cushions as part of the 

package. You won't find fussy curtains, instead it's 

Seitz blinds with flyscreens on all windows - Seitz is 

part of the Dometic group so you can be assured of 

the quality. 

The kitchen is really modern with a Webasto 

Isotherm 851 fridge with freezer box - Webasto 

originally began making fridges for the marine 

industry but moved into the caravan and motorhome 

market more recently, although you might not have 

come across them in any British models as they tend 

to be built for slimmer kitchen units. It's silver and, 

for us, that's a nice touch. 

Continuing the metallic theme, we've got the 

Thetford Argent stainless-steel sink with chrome-

should you want to read another chapter while your 

partner dozes ... 

This is a really light, bright bedroom area with a 

window at the bedhead and three porthole-style 

windows which frame a beautiful view, allowing you 

to enjoy the scenery without leaving your bed. 

There's two handy coat hooks where we'd picture 

soft, fluffy robes hanging to pop on after taking your 

morning shower in the spa-like washroom. 

You'll find the kitchen and washroom occupy the 

central area of the caravan and take on the same 

configuration as the 360CL. 

Both of the Fantaisy models come with Al-Ko 

heavy duty corner steadies, external gas barbecue 

point, LED awning light, 100% low-energy LED 

lighting, Truma iNet X control panel and lots more. 

effect kitchen tap that can be swivelled either 

towards the sink or away, depending on what you're 

doing. There's also a two-burner hob for cooking 

meals and, above it, a Dometic extractor hood with 

light and digital clock display. 

Onto the washroom, and the swivel sink is an 

ingenious twist to provide more room - it's an oval 

shape and the shower features contrasting panels 

and a couple of spotlights casting a light glow when 

you're winding down after a long day. The chrome

finish fittings make this feel more like a domestic 

bathroom, stylish and understated. 

• Berths 4

• Length 

Overall 6.41 m 

e Width 2.05m 

• Height 2.58m

• Heating system

Truma 

e Weight 

MIRO 1,012kg 

MTPLM 1,420kg 

□□ 

• Berths 3 

• Length 

Overall 5.53m

e Width 2.05m 

• Height 2.58m

• Heating system 

Truma 

e Weight 

MIRO917kg 

MTPLM 1,420kg 
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